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Not only Smith, but many people present were also shocked.
Lin Ziming feels different at this moment. It is obvious that people are still
the same person. The changes in the first second and the next second are
different. The aura that Lin Ziming exudes now is very large, which
invisibly affects everyone. , Causing them to look at Lin Ziming as if they
had encountered their own leader, instinctively afraid and nervous.
Just kidding, who is Lin Ziming? Once he gets angry, there are few people
who can bear his anger.
However, Lin Ziming’s aura didn’t last long. He was a low-key person in
his bones and didn’t want to attract too many people’s attention.
Smith shook his head and felt that he had hallucinations. How could the thin
Chinese man in front of him be scared? This is simply an insult to him!
So he became even more embarrassed and angry, snorted heavily, swearing
an swear word, then waved his hand and said to Bush and Jordan: “You go
together and teach me this yellow-skinned monkey!”
Bush and Jordan received Smith’s order, nodded vigorously, then put on a
boxing posture, and began to walk towards Lin Ziming, grinning, as if Lin
Ziming had been beaten to the ground by them.
Everyone around raised their hearts, thinking that Lin Ziming must be
unlucky this time. The two bodyguards looked too strong and their fists
were as big as ordinary people’s knees. How could Lin Ziming be their
opponent? what.
Yu Qing and the others also became anxious, worrying about Lin Ziming.
Now Lin Ziming is going to be bad, and he will definitely blame them at
that time!
Ning Yuning was not worried. She had seen Lin Ziming’s strength and had
absolute confidence in Lin Ziming, and even deep in her heart she looked
forward to Lin Ziming’s ability to teach these arrogant and arrogant
foreigners.
Yu Qing became anxious. She quickly grabbed Ning Yuning’s hand and
said, “Oh, Yuning, this is not good. Lin Dong is about to be beaten, and we
won’t be able to escape responsibility by then!”
She immediately saw that Ning Yuning was not worried at all, but rather
excited. Her eyes widened and the corners of her mouth were still smiling.
She was very puzzled and complained: “I said Yu Ning, it’s about this time,
you You can still laugh! Wait a minute, Lin Dong was beaten, and we are
not having a good time. Oh, how could this happen, I knew I shouldn’t have
said hello to Lin Dong just now, as long as they didn’t meet, then There will
be no conflicts, no conflicts, and no trouble to us, alas…”
Yu Qing Barabala said, with worry and panic on his face, Ning Yuning
rolled her eyes and comforted her: “Sister Qing, don’t worry, Lin Dong is a
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martial arts expert, and he will be fine. You I’ll see it later, and it must be
these two bodyguards who are unlucky.”
When Yu Qing heard these words, she widened her eyes and scolded: “Ning
Yuning, you are crazy, Lin Dong is so thin, how could it be…”
However, she hadn’t finished what she said, and she saw an unbelievable
scene. The two bodyguards arrived in front of Lin Ziming. Just as they were
about to punch, they were kicked out cleanly by Lin Ziming. , Kicked these
two bodyguards upside down, fell to the ground and couldn’t get up.
Not only her, but so many people present were also dumbfounded at the
same time. They couldn’t believe that the scene before them was true. It was
too unreal to look at. The tall body of the two bodyguards was actually
kicked by Lin Ziming. Flew out?
This……
Smith was also dumbfounded. When he reacted, Lin Ziming had already
walked in front of him, stared at him coldly, and said, “Who did you say is a
yellow-skinned monkey?”
“I…” Smith looked at Lin Ziming who was smiling but not smiling.
Suddenly his scalp became numb. He is also considered a half-fighting
movie star. He has practiced Sanda, Jiu-Jitsu, wrestling and other techniques,
knowing that he needs two kicks. Two strong men weighing over a hundred
kilograms require much strength.
Guru!
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